Flume Accessories To Suit Any Need

Tracom offers numerous accessories for our many flumes to make them even more efficient to work with. Whether the flume is being used standalone or built into one of our fiberglass metering manholes, these accessories help make measuring any type of flow easy!

All our hardware is built out of T-304 Stainless Steel, or our integrally sturdy fiberglass to ensure that every aspect resists corrosion and delivers consistent flow measurement every time.

Level & Flow Measurement Options
- Stainless steel Bubble tube
- Staff Gauge (1/10’, 1/100’, and MGD increments, available in Metric)
- Submerged probe cavity
- Fixed & adjustable ultrasonic mounting bracket

General Flume Monitoring Accessories
- Fiberglass stilling well (Attached or detached)
- Side probe holder
- Probe well & probe clips (To hold probe in place)
- Sample tube
- Increase or decrease height (Parshall & Palmer-Bowlus only)
- Decrease Parshall length (Montana-style flume)

Miscellaneous Options
- Pipe stub adapters (4” x 2”, 6” x 4”, 10” x 8”, 15” x 12” etc)
- ANSI 150lb. bolt pattern Flanges
- Grating cover for flume (Removable)
- Wingwalls (Parshall only)
- Baffle plates
- Chemically resistant resin
- Nesting Parshall (3” in 6”, 6” in 9”, etc.) to prepare for future flow